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General Harrison, by various treaties
with the Indians,acquired sixty millions of
acres of land for the United States. In no
one of these treaties did he ever make pro
vision directly or indirectly, for a single acre in behalf of himself. There was at
that time no law of Congress, prohibiting
the negociators for public lands from receiv
ing donations : and, even if there had been,
Gen. Harrison might, like many others both
before and since, have procured grants to be
made to his wife or children ; but he resist
ed all temptation, preferring the stern and
rugged path of honest and honorable duty
to all the allurements of the most splendid
fortune. Whilst holding the office of Gov
ernor of the Northwestern Territory, he not
only acquired for the government immense
tracts of land by negociation, but had the
sole and exclusive management of it after its
acquisition, and yet, notwithstanding all
the advantages of his official station—advantages which he might have freely used
without the slightest imputation of dishonor
—he retired in poverty from his high and
responsible office, choosing subsequently,
although the thin locks were already white
ning upon his venerable brow, to earn a
humble livelihood for himself and his family
by his own personal exertions. Would not
the services of such a man as Chief Magis
trate of the republic be invaluable, at a time
like the present, when speculators, sharpers,
swindlers, Indian robbers, and land stealers,
are literally swarming the country and in
festing all the high places of the land ?
Prentice.

Five thousand missionaries laboring day and
night would not repair the injury to public
morals which the elevation of such a man
would occasion.
It may be will for the “ pious” Jacksoni
an (for we suppose there are such) to re
member, that thousands of dollars put by him
into the contribution box will not repair the
injury inflicted by one such vote put by
him into the ballot box.
Kennebec Journal.
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No. 25
Gale on Lake Michigan.—We publish the
following further particulars in relation to
the late disasters on Lake Michigan
■
Chicago, Oct. 4, 1836.—During the last
thirty-six hours we have had one of the most
violent gales of wind ever experienced here.
It commenced blowing yesterday morning
from the southwest, it changed during the
day to the northwest, and at sunset blew a
tremendous gale, «which continued during
the night, and did not perceptibly abate until
past noon to-day.
Several schooners have been driven on
shore at this place—among them the “ Erie,”
“ Gen. Harrison” and the “ Celeste.” The
Van Buren sunk at the pier. The bfig “ De
troit” is riding the storm, but 1 fear will
share the fate of the others, as also the
“ Michigan.” The Pigeon, Ohio, St. Joseph,
Wave and Lexington, are safe under the lee
of the piers. The four first mentioned ves
sels are all loaded. No lives lost.

W e extract the following paragraphs from
a communication in the last received num
Officeon the Main-Street,--opposite the Meeting-House.
ber of the Maine Farmer :
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
Now, Sir, I am fully persuaded that the
I’wo dollars per annum, if paid within the year.—
mighty machine called public opinion ought
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which
to be set right as it regards Agriculture and
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. No
the Mechanic Arts, not only in that neigh
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub
borhood, but throughout our whole State, or
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
we shall never be rich or happy. We must
Tho publisher does not hold himself responsible for
The battle of the Thames was perhaps give up the wild notion of getting rich in a
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount
the most important in its consequences of day. We must throw ourselves on the sta
charged for its insertion.
all the battles fought during the last war. ble foundations of industry and economy
In brilliancy and glory it was second only for a living. Were one to watch the habits
POLITICAL
to the battle of New Orleans, but in the dif of most of those in the vicinity where I live,
ficulties and dangers attending the contest, he would be led to believe that riding in a
MORE TORY SENTIMENTS.
it was far its superior.
The number of carriage is considered the summit of all hap
The following are correct extracts from
troops engaged on our side was less than piness in this life.
Martin Van Buren’s speech, delivered in the
There are certainly many who call them
2500, of whom nearly all were militia.—
Convention which assembled at Albany in
The distant mountains around Quebec ap
The British brought into the field 845 regu selves farmers, who spend more days in a
the year 1821, to revise the constitution of'
peared whitened with snow on the 7th ult.
lar soldiers, and 2.000 Indians, so that if corriage than on their farms.
the State of New York.
They may be
The highlands of the interior have been, and
there were any difference in point of num
The farmer can get in with a hired hand probably now are covered with snow from
found in Carter and Stone’s Reports of the
bers, it was in their favor.
and a boy a large crop in the course of the Virginia to the utmost north. On the west
proceedings and debates of said Covention.
Gen. Proctor was the British commander, year—certainly if he ploughs part in the ern branch of the Danville and Pottsville
and the gallant Gen. Harrison led the A- fall; but if the mechanic and “.professional” railroad, in Pennsylvania, the snow was so
POOR AND RICH !
merican troops. The victory of Perry on men will not help him reap his harvest, at deep on the 6th as to require to be shovelled
MR. VAN BUREN’S IDEAS OF A POOR MAN’S
the Lake, and the advance of Harrison had such a price as he can afford to give, he can away to let the cars pass.
RIGHT TO VOTE.
damped the ardor of the British General, not harvest it, and it must go back again
“ Mr. Van Buren felt himself called on
Hocker rewarded.—Hocker, the deputy
though flushed with triumphs he had just into the earth, even if he has money in his
sheriff of Lincoln county, who withheld his
to make a few remarks in reply to the gen
been pouring destruction upon the frontiers, hand to pay for labor to cut it. There is county poll books at the election between
tleman from Delaware (Gen. Root.)
He
and sending the Indian with his tomahawk another Very numerous class, in this part of Messrs. Moore and Letcher, in 1833; by
observed that it was evident, and indeed
to take American scalps. His strong hold, the country, which I despair of ever seeing which infamous conduct Moore obtained the
some gentlemen did not seem disposed to
certificate of election, although Letcher got a
the fort of Malden, was abandoned ; he re in a harvest field.
disguise it, that the amendment proposed
I refer to those who feel too big to do any majority of votes, (and which offence the
treated, and Harrison started in pursuit on
by the honorable gentleman from Delaware,
the 1st of October, 1813, and on the 5th, af thing. Who live in the fore part of their lives Kentucky Legislature passed a law to make
contemplated nothing short of UNIVER
ter a severe march, the British and their sav upon their relations, and in the latter part hereafter felony, and subject the culprit to
SAL SUFFRAGE. Mr. Van Buren did
Gen. Harrison.—The history of Gen. age allies were overtaken on the river at the expense of the (own. Some of whom confinement in the Penitentiary ;) this Hock
er has been appointed postmaster at Stanford,
not believe that there were twenty members Harrison’s life comprises, perhaps, passa
Thames. Proctor posted himself so that have boldly told me that they had rather be Kentucky.—Ken. paper.
of that committee, who, were the bare na ges of greater brilliancy than that noticed in
his left was flanked by a river, and his right maintained by the town than work as you
ked question of UNIVERSAL SUF the annexed article, but none which really
by a swamp. Beyond the latter, and be do. Let the preachers of the gospel—the
The Greene County Gazette, published at
FRAGE, put to them, would vote in its fa reflect greater honor upon him.
tween it and another swamp still further to mechanic—the professional man work, and Xenia, heretofore neutral in politics, now
vor ; and HE WAS VERY SURE THAT
Interest sacrificed to Principle.—Gen. the right, were the Indians under Tecumseh. the drones of society be kicked out of doors supports Harrison, Granger and Vance.—At
ITS ADOPTION WAS NOT EXPECT Harrison’s farm, at the North Bend of the
It was on this occasion that Gen. Harrison by their friends on whom they live, if they Alton, Illinois, a new paper has been com
ED, AND WOULD NOT MEET THE Ohio river, contains some hundreds of acres
menced supporting Harrison and Granger.
practised a movement which while it insured do not labor in the field instead of staying
VIEWS OF. THEIR
CONSTITU
of as fine corn ground as any in the world, an easy victory, evinced a high degree of at home hypocritically causing their friends It is edited by S. L. Miller, heretofore a warm
Jacksonian.— Ohio Repository.
ENTS.”
and it is not suitable for wheat, or small military genius, and promptitude of charac to make herb drink for them. If all hands
Again he says :
grain of any kind.
Many years ago, when ter. The army was formed on military who ought would plough and sow as much
The aggregate of the vote for Members of
“ One word on the main question before corn could not be sold for more than eight
principles, with the addition that the flanks as they might, Maine would not purchase Congress, in all the counties except two,
the committee. WE HAD ALREADY or ten cents per bushel, the General estab
and rear were more strongly secured than her bread stuffs from abroad. But there at the late election in Pennsylvania,
REACHED THE VERGE OF UNI lished a distillery, in order to convert his
usual, to guard against the Indian mode of are too many unproductive men among us. shows a Van Buren majority of7865. The
VERSAL SUFFRAGE. THERE WAS surplus corn into a more portable and prof
warfare,—when Col. Wood reported to the I can sooner and easier obtain fifty profes other counties will not much increase the ma
BUT ONE STEP BE YOND, AND ARE itable article for the New Orleans market,
General that he had just reconnoitered the sional men, and a hundred drones, than one jority. In 1834, the Jackson majority was
GENTLEMEN
PREPARED
TO then the only outlet for Western produce.
15,479.
enemy and found their regular infantry good common laborer on a farm. Now
TAKE THAT? We were CHEAPEN In a short time he saw the evils resulting to
formed in open order. Proctor had proba gentlemen drones—if you starve a little
Bread Stuff.—A cargo of some eight or
ING this invaluable right.
He was dispo society from such manufactories, and, how
A reformation in ten thousand bushels of Wheat arrived at
bly heard that this mode of formation who will pity you ?
sed to go as far as any man in the exten ever injurious to his pecuniary interest, he was practiced by us in fighting the In this respect ought to take place. Let a Georgetown, D. C. a few days since from
sion ofrational liberty, but HE COULD set the noble example of sacrificing gain to
dians, and had misapplied the principle. young man have a farm worth $1500 and Rotterdam. It costs, delivered at G., $1,26
NOT CONSENT TO UNDERVALUE principle, and abolished his distillery.
In He had committed an egregious error, and understand his business, and a capital be per bushel. Flour, at this rate, could be fur
THIS PRECIOUS PRIVILEGE, SO his address to the Hamilton County Agri Harrison immediately availed himself of it. sides of $500, and he can make more money nished at $8 per barrel.
FAR AS TO CONFER IT WITH AN cultural Society, delivered five years ago,
Aware that troops in open order, that is with than at any other business I know of at the
Fires.—The lower story of Store No. 4,
INDISCRIMINATING HAND UPON he beautifully and feelingly alludes to this intervals of three or four feet between the
present day. Is it then a disgrace for a India-wharf, in Boston, was destroyed by fire
EVERY ONE.”
subject in the following extract :
files, could not resist a charge of mounted young man of common or uncommon abil on the evening of the 19th ult. together with
Ohio People’s Press.
men, he directed Col. Johnson to dash ities to be a farmer ? If so, then starve un nearly all of the stock of W. I. goods therein.
through
the enemy’s line in column. The til it becomes honorable, for starve you ------ The dwelling-house, 176, Christopher
" The exports of Ohio are generally the
street, New York, was burnt on the evening
Land Office Frauds.—We extract the
experiment was made with brilliant success. must if you embrace such opinions.
If of the 16th ult. The house was tenanted
following affidavit from the last number of substantial comforts of life, which are every The mounted men charged with ease through
nothing
else
can,
may
the
hard
hand
of
ne

by several families. One of the inmates, Pat
the Miami of the Lake, printed al Perrys where acceptable, their arrival hailed as a the ranks of the enemy, formed in their rear
cessity set you right.
rick Rooney, perished in the flames.------ Two
burg, Wood county, for the purpose of show blessing as well in the mansions of the rich and assailed their broken line.
Youth of our country, read the above— carpenters’ shops in New Bedford, were con
as in the cottages of the poor—by the lux
ing to the independent freemen of Ohio the
They were thrown into complete confu Physical strength of our country, read the sumed on the night of the 18th ult. Loss
uriant inhabitant of the tropics, cloyed with
manner in which honest purchasers of the
the luscious product of his burning climate, sion, and the advance of Harrison himself above—Defenders of our country read the estimated at from 15 to 1600 dollars.------Two
public lands are swindled out of their hard
houses were burnt in Quebec, on the night of
as by the poor negro who ministers to his with the infantry pouring a deadly fire into above—all that have the good of our coun the 14th ult. _______________
earnings by the office-holders.
It should
their broken ranks completed the victory. try at heart, read the above, and if you do
wants.
Alas
!
that
there
should
be
an
ex

be recollected, that it is generally poor and
Accidents.—A boat, containing 10 color
The whole British army was captured, not blush when you see so many drones,
ception ; that a soil so prolific of that which
unsuspecting persons, who are thus duped
with the exception of a few who gailopped and hear such mistaken notions as they will ed persons, was upset in Hampstead Harbor,
is
good,
should,
by
a
perversion
of
the
in

L. I. on the 15th ult. and 7 of them perish
and cheated by those who, if possessed of
off with Gen. Proctor. A guilty conscience advance, 1 shall be sorry for you.
ed. They had visited a grog-shop twice
the ordinary feelings of humanity, should tents of the Creator, be made to yield that gave wings to the flight of this miscreant,
which is evil—to scatter life and death with
during the day, and were proceeding to the
deem it their duty to watch over their in
The following just and sensible observa same place for the third time, when the acci
an equal hand.
To the heart-cheering whose whole career on our border, had been
terests, and protect them against all kinds of
a series of treachery, rapine and murder, and tions upon the value of a newspaper, are dent occurred. They were all intoxicated.
imposition. The love which these harpies prospect of flocks and herds feeding on un who, having pledged himself to give to the from the pen of the Hon. Judge Long —Three little girls, aged about 6 years, were
rivalled
pastures,
fields
of
grain,
exhibiting
bear for the people, is doubtless sincere ;
burnt to death at Pittsburg, Pa., last .week, in
Indians, Gen. Harrison and his men, when street.
but it is the love of the wolf for the lamb ; of the scriptural proof that the seed had been taken, to be massacred and scalped, may
consequence of their clothes taking fire.—
Newspapers.—Small is the sum that is re Mark Rounds, one of the hands, fell
cast
on
good
ground
—
how
often
is
the
eye
the vampyre for its victim. —It has hereto
overhave thought it not prudent to trust his own
fore been the proud boast of Americans, of the philanthropic traveller disgusted with person in the hands of the Americans. A quired to patronize a newspaper, and am board from the steamer Bangor, on the nigbt
ply remunerated is the patron, I care not of the 24th ult., when about 5 miles from
that their government was felt only in its the dark, unsightly manufactories of a cer greater monster never existed in human
how humble and unpretending the gazette Portland, and was drowned.
benificence—in the vigilance with which it tain poison—poison to the body and the shape, yet the British government sanction
which he takes. It is next to impossible to
soul ?
A modern AEneas or Ulysses
watched over, and the promptness and en
fill a sheet with printed matter fifty-two
A Rich Ship.—The ship John N. Gosmight mistake them for entrances into the ed his atrocities by giving him promotion.
ergy with which it protected, the rights and
The victory which Harrison and his times a year, without putting into it some sler, Capt. Davis, arrived at this port on
Infernal
Regions
;
nor
would
they
greatly
interests of the humblest citizen.
Now,
brave soldiers won, cheered the drooping thing that is worth the subscription price. Saturday last from Canton and Manilla,
however, the case is reversed.
The ser err. But unlike those passages which con hearts of our countrymen. It closed the
Every parent whose son is off from him at with a valuable cargo, consisting of teas,
ducted the Grecian and Trojan heroes on
vants of the people have become their op
their pious errands, the scenes to which war on the North Western frontier, and, to- ;school, should be supplied with a newspa silks, sugar, hemp,&c. &c.—valued at four
pressors ; and instead of affording them pro
these conduct the unhappy wretch who shall gether with the victory of Perry on the ad per. I well remember what a marked dif hundred and fifty thousand dollars on
tection, are devouring their substance. To
enter them are those, exclusively, of misery jacent lake, rescued the whole of that region ference there was between those of my board.—Phil. Gaz.
prove this assertion, read the deposition of
;
mates who had, and those who had
and wo. No relief to the sad picture I no from the depredations of the savage, and school
-an injured man.—Ohio Repository.
Appointment by the President.—James
Tartarus there, no Elysium here.
It is from all the accumulated horrors of war. In not access to newspapers. Other things
the language of the Hon. Langdon Cheves, being equal, the first were always decidedly S. Whitcomb of Indiana, to be Commission
I, Cyrus Darling, of the town of Perrys all Tartaric darkness, and not unfrequently
burg, Wood county, Ohio, being duly sworn, Tartaric crime. I speak more freely of the on the floor of Congress—“ The victory of superior to the last in debate and composi er of the General Land Office, from and af
Harrison was such as would have secured tion at least. The reason is plain ; they ter the 31st Oct. in the place of Ethan A.
do depose and affirm to the following, to practice of converting the material of the
to a Roman General, in the best days of the had command of more facts. A newspaper Brown, who has resigned.—Globe.
“
staff
of
life
”
(and
for
which
so
many
hu

wit: That some time in July last, I was at
republic, the honors of a triumph. He put is^ a history of current events, as well as co
Lima for the purpose of buying land ; and man beings yearly perish) into an article
A Meteor of magnificent size was seen to
an end to the war in the uppermost Cana pious and interesting miscellany, and which
which
is
so
destructive
of
health
and
happi

finding that the money which I had with
fall
in the north west about 7 o’clock Sun
da.
”
He
received
his
reward.
He
was
youth will peruse with delight, when they
me was not Land Office money, I was re ness, because in that way I have sinned
day evening. It lit up the sky like a flash
complimented by Congress and by various will read nothing else.
ferred to a small exchange office, which myself; BUT IN THAT WAY I SHALL
of lightning, notwithstanding the atmosphere
public bodies. There was but one voice-—
was close by the Land office, where my SIN NO MORE.
was obscured by clouds, in its progress to
it was of national gratitude, bursting out in
A
German
mechanic
has
constructed
a
money was exchanged, and for which I paid
the earth it resembled the moon in size, and
loud
exclamation,
in
applause
of
the
public
“
One
man
may
steal
a
horse,
while
an

music
stand,
which
by
a
slight
pressure
of
five dollars on the hundred. And farther,
the foot, turns over the leaves as the per was followed by a low. but distinct and con
¡that after getting my money exchanged, I other is hung for looking over a hedge.”__ services of a great national benefactor.
A
poor
man
who
is
guilty
of
open
shameless
formance proceeds. To performers on the tinued rumbling sound like thunder.
found that the land selected by me had been
Northampton Courier.
The Globe says that Gen. Harrison is not violin the invention will be very agreeable.
lewdness
and
indecency
is
arrested
and
entered by’ another man ; and while looking
for and selecting another piece of land to sent to the State Prison. Convictions of fit to be President, because where he is best
Money at Bangor.—A Bangor corres
More than 500 buildings were destroyed
known he is the least successful—and in
enter, the Land office was closed.
I then this kind have occurred in Maine. Another
by fire at Calcutta on the 4th April. The pondent says he saw a ninepence last week
left the district and went to Fort Wayne, takes a poor female slave, a member of his stances Cincinnati by way of proof of this
fire took in the hut of a flour dealer, near —being * permitted to look’ at it. Nothing
and there I had to pay 7 per cent, to get own household, and makes her the habitual assertion. In that city the friends of Gen.
Harrison carried a majority of 1000 votes ; the temple. The temple was not burned. has been heard of it since.
subject
of
his
licentiousness,
unresisting
be

the same money exchanged, at another Land
Boston Transcript.
but Mr. Pan Buren has always been in a
office exchange, making in all 12 per cent. cause the slave of his will : rears up a fam
Four millions of Pine Trees, it* is said,
minority in the city of Albany, where he
ily
of
illegitimate
black
children
under
his
One man, while I was present, paid eight
Deaths in Charleston Week ending Oct.
own roof, acknowledges them and gives has flourished long enough as lawyer, pol have been destroyed in Germany, by an in
per cent, for an exchange of $400 ; and a
itician and magistrate, to be very thor sect called Scolytes Destructor, which has 9th, 94—of which by cholera 6 whites, and
them
a
rich
dower,
and
what
is
his
punish

few minutes after finding his land taken,
made sad havoc also among the ornamental 57 colored.
Why, being a rich planter and a oughly understood.—Atlas.
begged for his money to be re-exchanged, ment ?
trees
in various parts of Europe.
which was refused him. His loss was thus favorite at court, he is only condemned to
Six cases of small pox occurred in Boston
be —— Vice President of the United
Character of Mr. Tan Buren as drawn
32 dollars, without being benefited one
A long yarn.—it is stated in an English on Thursday of last week.
farthing. The individual was to appear States ! ! and men who preach against and by A. H. Everett, now a (Van Buren) can publication that a bate of Demarara cotton
lament the progress of vice, immorality, irre didate for Congress in Massachusetts, 11 His may be spun into a thread 240,000 miles in
Suicide.—James Gardiner, a young man
ance a hard-working, poor young man.
ligión, and laxity of public morals, give such little, narrow, sordid soul, is at home in the length—long enough to reach from the earth about 26 years of age, in easy circumstances,
CYRUS DARLING.
and of industrious, temperate and regular hab
a man their votes for the second office un little intrigues, the little, miserable, mischie to the moon.
Subscribed and sworn to before me, the der the Government ! / admirable consist
its, committed suicide in Waterborough,, in
vous monkey tricks, that may be supposed
A New York paper says, that nine-tenths this State, on the morning of the 17th ult.
3d day of October, 1836.
ency ! ! I Beautiful way of making virtue to decide (questions ib a council of chamber
of the champagne wine made in France and by cutting his throat. No cause can be as
E. Huntingtox, j. t.
fashjon&ble and discountenancing vice__ maid«.”
drank in this country, is made of turnips.
signed for the act.—Eastern Argus.
J AMES K. REMICH.

' friends direct the attention, Which calk
SHOCKING STEAM-BOAT DISASTER
Pnnnlo’’sa gratitude
rrrntitn/4a nu in „„I .. i
-THIRTY-TWO LIVES LOST.
the People
or is calculated. to •.‘
spire confidence in his ability, fidelity J"
The
Steamboat
R
oyal-Tar, Reed, of St.
SATURDAY,
NOVEMBER
5,
1836.
The Texian schooner Terrible.—This
From Portugal.—The ship Empress,
patriotism? He has sought public¿2
Johns, N. B. was burnt on Tuesday, 25th
WHIG NOMINATIONS.
which arrived at New York, from Malaga, vessel is now lying in our port under sei ult., while on her passage from St. Johns
and the emoluments of office—-he has dish
on Tuesday last, has brought news of some zure from the District Court of the United to Portland, when about 10 miles East of
Election, November 7, 1836.
guished himself as a cunning politic^’
importance from Portugal.—It has been for States. We are informed that the grounds Isle Holt.
The boat took fire about 1 o’clock P. M.
These few words comprise his history p'
FOR PRESIDENT.
some time known that there was a strong on which she has been seized are, that she
popular disaffection with the ministry. At was proceeding to sea without any proper in consequence of the firemen’s having let WILLIAM H. KARRISOM. is pledged, if elected, to follow in the footsten8
the steam down by some accident, and it
the late election, by great exertions of the authorization, and with the avowed inten
was found necessary to anchor, and when a- Whom Washington, in 1791, commission of Gen. Jackson. He is in fact the nomine
tion
expressed
by
her
commander,
A.
A.
ministry, a small majority in their favour of
ed. at the age of 18, as a subaltern in the j of the Executive. If elected, he would co/
bout half an hour at anchor, it was found
members of the Cortes was chosen.
On Randolph, of capturing the Sardinian vessel that she was on fire under the deck and over
j tinue the dangerous policy which has b
Army ;
the 9th of September, some opposition mem Picola Mexicana ; that she has without the the boiler. The force pump was instantly set Whom Adams, in 1798, appointed Secretary j pursued by the present administration, 2
and acting Governor of the North Western
bers from the provinces ofDouro and Up requisite proceedings changed her command at work with the hose, hut the men c«uld
j which every reflecting man must see isCOf.
Territory ;
per Beira arrived at Lisbon, and they were er and her name ; that she brought a slave not stand at the pump for the smoke ; and
j rupt in its character and destructive in '
Whom
the
People,
in
1799,
elected
a
Dele

by
this
time,
the
flames
coming
up
the
hatch
into
the
country
contrary
to
law
;
and
that
received with extravagant demonstrations of
gate to Congress, and who was the sole tendency.—Col. Johnson’s character is thU8
joy, and escorted by an immense crowd to she was manned, armed, and equipped with of the Engine Room, there was no hope
representative in that body of all the Ter drawn by the Louisville Journal8
of putting it out.
in
the
United
States,
with
the
express
in

their lodgings. On the same evening, the
ritory now included in Ohio, Indiana, Illi
The number of passengers was eighty-five.
“We not infrequently hear the supiwl
portion of the National Guard who were tention of committing hostilities against the Twenty eight were lost—twenty males
nois, Michigan and Wisconsin ;
Col. Johnson insist,- that, notwithstLi;»
under arms, joined the troops of the line, Mexican States. We are informed that the and eight females. Four persons attached Whom Jefferson, in 1801, appointed to be of
his acknowledged faults, he is, in an emi J
Governor of Indiana Territory, and Com
and proclaimed the Constitution of 1822. evidence in support ol these grounds of sei to the boat were also lost.—The passengers
degree, a good hearted and an honest ma
missioner to treat with the Indians—in
They sent a deputation to the Queen, de zure is strong ; and that in all probability who escaped saved nothing except the
j This assertion we desire to meet boldly gni
which
capacity
he
concluded,fifteen
treaties
manding of her to proclaim the constitution the vessel will be condemned as forfeited. clothes they had on.
at once. It is not true, that Johnson’is.
and acquired for the Government a title to
A Caravan of Animals was also on board
of 1822, and to dismiss her ministers. This At least we have no doubt that every prop
honest man, although he has every
upwards
of
70
millions
of
acres
of
land.
the
Boat
—
an
Elephant
was
among
them,
ment to be so. He is a man of princely L
she agreed to do, and the Count de Lumia- er exertion on the part ol the officers of our
Who, in 1811, on the 7th of November, in
which
when
last
seen,
was
near
the
shore.
(
res, and Viscount de Bandeira, were direct government will be used to enforce the law. swimming. Four of the persons attached
his capacity as Governor of Indiana, com tune ; he has drawn ten thousand dollar
ed to form a new ministry.
No excesses It is important that they should be success to the Caravan were 16st.
manded at the battle of Tippecanoe, in from the Government in the form of pen
were committed, except that the windows of ful, for our commerce with Mexico bids fair
which, through his valor and experience, sions ; and he has drawn hundreds of thous'
Names of Passengers who were lost.
ands for his Choctaw school. A continue
to
be
entirely
lost,
if
some
effective
meas

the enemy, after one of the most desper
the palace of the Duke de Palmella were
Mr. A. Curtis ; Mr. S. Siller; Mr. Ryan ;
ate and savage encounters in the annals of stream of gold has been pouring at his feet
broken. On the following day there was ures are not taken to ensure respect to the J. Price, Cabin passengers. — Mary Donough ;
Indian warfare, were totally routed and from the Treasury. He is incalculably affln
considerable excitement in the city, but there ¿American flag, and the inviolability of the Matty Smith and child; Peggy Cochran;
enr, and yet he has obstinately and steadily
their
commander slain ;
rights of neutral nations trading with this Mary Caton; Charles Curtain—wife and
were no acts of violence.—Boston Pat.
refused to pay his just debts. According '
Whom
Madison,
in
1812,
appointed
eornchild ; Mary Curtain ; Mary Hogan ; Nicho
and other ports of the Union.
the decision of arbitrators chosen by himself I
mander-in-Cbief
of
the
Northwestern
Ar

las Theuld ; Thomas Mahoney ; Dennis
New Orleans Times.
[From a late London paper.]
my—in which capacity, on the 5th ot Oc he has for years owed a large sum of money
O’Brien ; Mary Hickley ; Sarah Smith ; Fan
to the stockholders of the St. Louis Bank
The Harvest.—This nation has again to
tober,
1813, he defeated the British army
he has never paid them a farthing. He '
A Treaty has been concluded with the ny O’Brien, old lady, boy ; John and Eliza
and their Indian Allies, under Proctor, in yet
thank the bounty of Providence for an aowes scores of other debts, which he °lias re
Hogan, Forward deck passengers.
the
battle
of
the
Thames
—
and
for
which*
Iowa,
Sac,
and
Fox
tribes
ol
Indians,
by
bundant crop of grain, being the fourth year
The three first named persons were attach
fused to liquidate, and his creditorshave not
brilliant victory, achieved by undiciplined
of plenty in succession.
More corn has which they have ceded and relinquished to ed to the Caravan. Mr. Curtis had $100 in
even been able to obtain redress by a resort
militia,
over
the
veteran
troops
of
England,
been carried from the field to the stack-yard the United States, all their claims to the specie which he tied up in a stocking and fas
to law. Years ago he placed the whole ol
both Houses of Congress, unanimously ahis immense estates out of bis own handi
during the present week, in the north of strip of land lying west of the State ol Mis tened to his clothes, and jumped overboard
warded
him
a
Gold
Medal
;
with the intention of swimming to the shore.
and declared himself insolvent; and whenev
England, than in any week of the year. The souri and north of the Missouri River.
Whom his Fellow Citizens, in Ohio, in 1816, j
He sunk, however, immediately.
er any of his creditors have since attempted
N. Y. Jour. Com.
weather has been fair and favorable to har
elected as their Representative in Congress ;
Persons attached to the Boat who were lost.
to attach his property, the Sheriff has made
vest work since yesterday se’nnight, though
Whom
the
Legislature
of
Ohio,
in
1822,
eCharles Ford ; John Day ; Mary Burr, the
a return of“ No property found.” yet dur.
Fire
in
Cincinnati.
—
The
splendid
new
lected
as
a
Senator
in
Congress
of
the
Uni

we have had little sunshine, and the sam
Stewardess ; a boy from Halifax.
ing the very time when he has been thus 8ted States ;
ples brought to market will, on that ac theatre recently erected in Cincinnati by J.
There were nine children on board. One
vowing himself insolvent, and, by fraudulent
Whom
President
Adams,
in
1826,
appointed
H.
Caldwell,
Esq.
of
New
Orleans,
has
count, be cold and less saleable than after
of them was thrown overboard, but caught
and knavish management, keeping his poor
Minister
Plenipotentiary
to
the
Rupublic
the corn has-been weathered in the stacks. been destroyed by fire, and twp persons by something on the side of the boat, and
neighbors out of their just dues, he has under
of Columbia ;
hung there several minutes, until taken off.
his own name and sea-1, given deeds of two
The supply, will, however, be a fair aver perished in the flames.
And
who
in
1835
—
6,
was
nominated
by
From $50 to $100,000, in money, was lost.
■ magnificent plantations worth probably forty
age both of grain and straw, and the yield
large
Conventions
of
his
fellow
citizens,
in
j thousand dollars, iomi couple of white black- I
Destructive fre.— Last Friday evening One gentleman had $10,000 in money and
under the flail will, we conjecture, scarcely
the States of Ohio, Maryland, New York,
guards in Scott county, in consideration of;
a large fire occurred at Newark, (N. J.) ' drafts—all lost.
Indiana,
Illinois,
Delaware,
Pennsylvania,
fall short of the last year’s crop.
| There were but two boats on board—one
their making beasts of themselves by interVermont, Connecticut, and Maine, and by
About fifty buildings were destroyed, and i having been left at St. Johns to make room
marrying .with his negro offspring, and viola- '
the Legislature of Kentucky, to the Pres
Gen. Harrison’s father protected the So property estimated al $200,000 consumed. j for the cages of animals. One boat, with the
ting the penal laws of the land.-We also
idency
of
the
United
States
;
to
which
sta

ciety of Friends from persecution in the rev $100,000 insured.
Engineer and 15 other persons, put off for
know, that, during the same period, helias
tion there is now daily less doubt that he been making costly presents in untold profu
olution, for not bearing arms. Speaking of
the shore as soon as the alarm was given and
will be TRIUMPHANTLY ELECTED. sion to his favorites, scattering his gold into
this, the New Jersey State Gazette says, and
Melancholy accounts of the Cholera on did not return. Capt. Reed, with the other (a
FOR VICE PRESIDENT.
small
one)
kept
near
the
steamer,
picking
up
the laps of all except those who had a right,
vouches for the fact, that
the plantations, are received in a letter from
FRANCIS
GROWER.
as
many
of
the
passengers
as
were
driven
by
lo demand it at his hands. No man in Ken
“ A particnlar instance of the truth of the Rice Hope, North Santee, dated Oct. 19th.
above has lately come to our knowledge One plantation had lost forty hands, another the flames to jump overboard, as he could One of the most able, efficient, and eloquent tucky thinks of denying these facts; they are
with safety.
A U. S. Cutter, stationed at
Whig Members of the present Congress— well known—they are as notorious as Col,
from unquestionable authority. During the thirty-five and another about forty, and ma Castine, hove in sight about an hour after the
Let a just community |
and the fearless advocate of the interests Johnson’s existence.
revolution, Israel Penbarton, a prominent ny others from ten to twelve each. One alarm, to which Capt. R. carried those in
decide, then, upon his honesty or bis lack
and Honor of his Country.
Philadelphia Friend, falling under the sus lady lost thirty two.— Portland Times.
of it.”
his boat, and immediately returned and pick
picion of the magistracy, on account of his
ed up another load. If the Cutter had not ELECTORS OF PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT.
Sueh is the man whom the Van Buren
refusal to pay military fines, was arrested
Newspaper Changes.—The New York been a most miserable vessel, it is believed
ELLIS B. USHER, York.
party in Maine would palm upon the people
that
most
ot
the
persons
on
board
the
steam

and imprisoned. But Benjamin Harrison, Daily Advertiser, which was established in
LEVI CUTTER, Cumberland.
as Vice President of the United States-i
GEORGE FRENCH, Oxford.
the father of the present candidate for the 18if by Messrs. Dwight & Walker, is to er would have been saved—but she worked
so badly that it was found impracticable to
man whom a large portion of his own party
EBENEZER
FARLEY,
Lincoln.
Presidency, procured his release, became be united with the Express, lately estab
approach nearer to the wreck than one mile.
JOSEPH H. UNDERWOOD, Kennebec. will not support. In Virginia, Wm. Smith
his guarantee to the Congress, and removed lished, and to be conducted by Messrs.
The Engineer, it is said, was told by a boy
JOHN MOORE, Somerset.
the Van Buren candidate for the Vice Presi
him to his own family in Virginia, where he Townsend, Brooks and others.
Theodore that the Boiler was dry, but he paid no atten
JOSEPH H. EAST A BROOK, Waldo.
dency, and the Electorul candidates in thei
would be secure.
Dwight, Esq. the senior proprietor of the tion to it whatever, save to order the boy “ to
HENRY CALL, Penobscot.
State are pledged, if elected, in no event, to
“ We have lately heard also, from an un Advertiser, retires from his editorial labors. mind his own business.”
OTIS LITTLE, Hancock.
questionable source, one or two facts con
vote for R. M. Johnson. In Georgia, feI
LORENZO SABINE, Washington.
Boston Pat.
ADDITIONAL PARTICULARS.
cerning William Henry Harrison’s conduct
Van Buren party support P. P. Barbour for ■'
Capt. Reed, in a letter to the steamboat
WHIGS ! TO T11E RESCUE I
towards the same persecuted people. When
During the lute gale in the St. Lawrence,
Vice President.
The important duty of choosing Electors
he was appointed Gov. of the then North- twenty-five lives were lost—the unfortunate agent, at Portland, says-—“ I have no blame
Van Buren & JoHxNSon are the office
to attach to any body as regards the fire—I
Western Territory, embracing all west of sufferers were men employed on rafts.
of President and Vice President will devolve holders candidates. Will the whigs of I
think it was pure accident.”
the Ohio, he found several Friends in pris
The whole loss of property is estimated at on the People of this State, on Monday next. | Maine suffer these men to receive the elecloI ral votes of the Stale, without an effort on!
on for the non payment of military fines.-—
Loss of the steamer Tom Thumb.—This something like $200,000.
This duty should be most faithfully perform
He immediately ; procured their release and Boat was employed by the Government
Mr. Sherwood, the British Consul at Port ed. Every lover of his country—every friend their part to avert such a result? Iftbej
¡cannot preventit, they can and ought Io
the alteration of the regulation under which contractors, to carry a large iron tank, land, was among those who had to jump oTo the
they were confined, on the truly republican weighing about 4000, to Boon Island, on verboard and sustain himself for a long time to the Constitution—every man desirous that contend manfully against it.
" olls
. , then
.
_ give a strong vote roi«
republican institutions may remain un- j P
, and
ground that the constitution guaranteed to Friday last. By reason of the delay on in the water. This is the second time Mr. our
impaired, should on that day exercise hjsj¡HARRISON
HARRISON and GRANGER. To the
tee
every citizen the right of worshipping his the part of the contractors, at the Foundry, Sherwood has been burnt out of a steamboat
olls, and express your disapprobation oi
near the same place, having been on board privilege of expressing, through the ballotI¡P
t\Xxtravw
Maker in such manner, and of holding such she did not start so early by several hours, the steam brig New York which was burnt
religious opinions as his conscience dictated. as was intended, and consequently did not thirteen or fourteen years since on her pas box, not only his preference of the several i tion and the Laws, bargaining and corruption,
candidates before the People, but his senti-' which have characterized the presentadmiDAnd when Gen. Harrison was a member of arrive at Boon Island till nearly four o’clock sage from Eastport to Portland.
the Ohio Legislature, he introduced a law P. M. when the tide was about half ebb.
Capt. Edward Waite of Portland lashed his ments in regard to the manner in which our' ist,‘auon. “ In this sacred contest, to adopt
,
. . .
,
. ,
the language of the Washington general»
and carried it through both branches, releas The Island, being surrounded by extensive trunk, containing about five thousand dollars, Government has
been administered and the mittee
c’orrespon(Ien(.e) «the oppoiMifli
ing Friends from the performance of milita reefs of rocks, can only be approached by entrusted to his care, to the steps of the boat,
conduct of those who, enjoying the honors ; Mr; Van Buren have every thing to animate
and
let
it
down
by
a
rope
fastened
to
the
ves

ry duty.”
small boats, except at high water. The
sel. He also threw himself over, and held and emoluments of office, have assumed to | and to encourage them. They go forth#
late arrival of the steamer, rendered it ex by the rope, till it burnt off, when he swam act as leaders of a political partv, and instead country which a superintending P|0V^*
Well does the Indiana Journal remark— tremely difficult to land the tank, and it was to the stern of the boat and held on by the „.
,
|
. ’
.
has extricated from greater dangers tnan
TkeJ„
(( Gen. Harrison has been surrounded by quite dark when it was safely got on shore. rudder. After he had been in this situation of demeaning themselves as the servants, have thoge wbich now impend
exercised
all
the
rightsand
privileges
of
mas
engaged
in
a
contest
for
institutions
wW
foes—he has had the most appalling difficul At seven o’clock the steamer parted her awhile, a lady cabin passenger and the stew
have- been
....
___ handed
___down to us by^a
, .patriotic
ties to contend with— he has been menaced chain cable, and was obliged to leave the ardess both dropt into the water not far from ters of the People.
The whig candidates for President and Vice and honorable ancestry—which ^as^t011
with destruction by an insolent foe, superior island. She continued on her course about him. The stewardess sunk and was no more
B
r-Afought
«Cnhl.cl-,
nn,l IWnUiunn
tO CC-. lived io cm
to establish
and IlVPil
Madison
in number and discipline —but he has al five hours against the wind, making in that seen. Capt. W. made out to reach the lady President are men to whom their supporters
ment
and
illustrate.
They
are fighting the
ways been victorious ! He subdued the In time only 9 or 10 miles, when finding that and held her by one hand while he support can point with pride, as ornaments to their battles of freedom, with freemen as theirassoed
himself
by
the
other.
And
he
soon
had
dians—he conquered the British—he is able she made water fast, by which her fuel had
to support another passenger, a gentleman, country and worthy her highest honors.—Gen. ciates and friends, against a mercenary band,
to meet and defeat hordes of office satellites, become wet, rendering it impossible to keep who was floating in the water and caught
whose only connecting current is a selfish
Harrison, as a military commander, has
who now oppose him. Always victorious, up the steam, she again bore away before hold of one of his legs. They remained in
sycophancy.”
distinguished himself for his bravery, sagacity
he will not now be defeated.’’
the wind to Boon Island, and at about 2 this situation over an hour, till relieved by
Gen. Harrison in Philadelphia.-^
and patriotism—entrusted with the govern
o’clock, went pell mell upon the rocks.— the boats.
Gen. Harrison’s opinion of Himself—“ A
All of the animals which were on board ment of the North-Western Territory and the Harrison was received by the citizens ofrhii'
Her
crew
were
providentially
saved,
but
it
he has proved I adelPhia. with the utmost «"‘>>»."^"2
vote of the Senate of the United States has at
Her boil perished, except the 4 half reasoning execution of important treaties, 1
tached to rny name a disgrace which I am fully is feared the vessel will be lost.
, . ! recent visit there. While on his way
elephant,’ who it is supposed escaped to the
himself capable, faithful and disinterested—in the steam boat wharf lo the Hotel where I”
convinced no time or no efforts of mine will ever ers and a part of her machinery have been
shore. When the flames pressed too hard
be able to efface.”—Extract from Harrison’s saved. No insurance.
the desire
took lodgings,
lodgings, ““ so
bu general
gcuaai was
--------f.
upon him he plunged into the water, rose in the councils of his State and of the Nation, he took
Letter of July 16, 1816.
We are extremely sorry for Capt. Childs, a minute or two to the surface, seemed to has exhibited powers of mind, integrity, fear- Press forward and catches
Truly did the U. S. Senate pass a vote of cen
the owner of the boat.
He has labored take a calm and deliberate survey around lessness and devotion to his country’s inter- features~ of the .hero, that after making”
sure and ‘ disgrace’ upon the acts of Gen. Har
attempt to
to drive
drive l„
the
it was.!*
, ,
. ,
.
J ,
attempt
v barouche,
—
nearly
two
years
most
assiduously
to estab him, and then made for the nearest land,
rison and who, we ask, was better qualified, or
w*
ests, which entitle him to a place m impossible to managei the
.... horses;
distant
nearly
two
miles.
What
became
of
had greater opportunities than the members of lish steam navigation on our river, contend
the front rank of American Statesmen.—No they kicked and reared in so frightful a
him
is
not
known.
that body, to judge of the character of Gen. ing against the envy and malice of some on
The animals on board were an elephant, stronger evidence can be required of his val- ner, that it was deemed expedicnHo
Harrison ? None. Neither was that vote a par
ness them. This was done ; and tfe jj*
the one hand, and the coolness of pretended
ty vote, and never could nor would have passed,
six horses, two dromedaries, two lionesses, or, talents and moral worth, than the manner
friends on the other. After embarking his one leopard, one Bengal tiger, one ghnu, a
rouche was slowly dragged along t
had it not been richly deserved.
House“ not, however, *«
whole fortune in this boat, as a preliminary pair of pelicans, and a number of other crea in which he has been assailed by the Van „iu“"heVarshah
Belfast Rep. Journal.
inc mojsimii iiuuBo, iiv., ------ - .
Buren presses. They have accused him of being frequently interrupted by the
measure
to
the
permanent
establishment
of
tures
belonging
to
the
caravan,
besides
Bur

This is about a lair specimen of the hones
.
ty of the Tory presses in their attacks on Steam navigation in this quarter, to have the gess’s collection of Serpents and Birds, Dex cowardice, in direct contradiction to the tes crowd.”
The Van Buren papers have seized up»
Gen. Harrison. They conceal from their whole destroyed at one fell swoop is really ter’s Locomotive Museum, with its six horses timony of the officers under his command,
and valuable contents, and all the musical in of public documents, and of facts which are this incident, and, by misrepresenting the
readers the curcumstances under which the distressing.— Portsmouth Gazette.
and carefully avoiding to mention1
struments belonging to the band. The un
letter of the General was written, and conceal
undeniable and form one of the brightest pa cuinstances attending it, have endeavor
fortunate
caravan
men
were
paid
off
at
St.
from them also the fact that after the fullest
Another Melancholy Accident.—A
investigation of all the charges against Gen. schooner belonging to Bath, loaded with po Johns, and were bringing home the proceeds ges in American history. They have called make it appear that the u”ostentat!0.US,nflJ
of their summer’s expedition in specie, all of him illiterate, while his speeches in Congress republican Harrison was pleased witb a
Harrison, by a committee of Congress, with
of abject servility, and that bis political ,
the letter of Lieut. Duncan before them, and tatoes and wood, and bound to Boston, was which they lost, and are left penny less.
and his addresses before various agricultural purposely fixed upon such a metho
the letters of every body else who had any discovered on Friday about 70 miles from
and other societies prove him to possess tal him homage. Now the facts sbowthe «
thing to say against the hero of the Thames, Cape Elizabeth, capsized andon her beams
Foreign Wheat.—There have been import
of this attempt to undervalue the
the Senate was unanimous in awarding him ends. All the crew were dead except the ed into Baltimoae, within the last month, ents of a high order. They have accused ness
acter of Gen. Harrison, and ,preju.d'c
the highest honor ever conferred upon a mil captain, who was in a very low state. Four 43,408 bushels of foreign wheat, and within him of poverty, and by doing so have brought
minds of the people against him.
itary officer in this country by our govern dead bodies were found on the wreck.
the present year, 163,400 bushels.
to light the causes of his pecuniary situa the barouche was dragged a short
11 ‘ ..... WjU!
ment. All this the Republican Journal,
Portland Jeffersonian.
tion, which reflect the highest credit upon by sheer necessity, as the l*veso th0Sjflnpfi[.
knowing the facts, conceals from its readers,
The Editor of the Mobile Advertiser apol
him, as an honest, upright citizen. Failing carriage and of those around were en g
and tells them Congress did deliberately vote
ogizes
to
his
readers
for
not
publishing
any
The amount of grain annually produced
to disgrace the General. The Argus is doing in the U. S. is estimated, says a cotempora late news of the Georgia election, by stating to establish a single charge injurious to his ed by the rearing and kicking of tn
is highly probable that, surroU
the same every week. Will the people coun
that no foot passengers had come in from that public or private character, they have de It
was by a dense crowd, who were welco*
tenance such palpable dishonesty and gross ry, as follows, viz—Indian corn 100,000.- State, and he was therefore obliged to wait
scended to the disgraceful business of black him with almost deafening shouts,’ k
000 ; wheat 50,000,000 ; rye 20,000,000 ; for the mail.
abuse ?—Kennebec Journal.
guarding, of assailing him with low and op risen was not aware that the horses
barley 1,250,000.—Portland Times.
probrious terms.—Mr. Granger, the candi tached from the carriage, until he aHg
Gen. Smith has been re-elected Mayor of
the Hotel. The candid reader, be he o
Whale Ships. — Mr. Phillips stated beA young man by the name of Cochran,
date for Vice President, is a gentleman res party he may, will unite with us, we t y
fore the Charlestown Lyceum, on Tuesday says the New York papers, has invented Baltimore by a majority of 610.
pected by all parties for his superior talents, declaring the charge of“ nian w°*'
evening last, that there were four hundred a new kind of rifle, and has sold the patent
We learn from Rochester that, on Satur political integrity and unblemished moral “servility,” founded on this in01d
and fifty ships sent from this country, en for $300,000.
■
day evening last, the building in that village character.—These men are emphatically the entirely worthless and unwarran
gaged in the whale fishery, They employ
.what base means will not pensioBO
occupied by Mr. Charles P. Weeks as a hat People’s Candidates.
upwards of ten thousand men—and cost,
A man in New York, while eating his store, and John Smith, Esq. as an attorney’s
principled partisan? descend, foU V ^
with their outfits, about $20,000,000.
of injuring a poouwpolitical wr
opponent,
ho
j
Whois Martin Van Buren ? Tq what
........ ot
....... da«!
dinner last week, was strangled to «death by office, was destroyed by fire with all its con
single act in his private or public life can his and blameless his character and codo
Newburyport Herald.
a piece of meat sticking in his throat.
tents.—Dover Enquirer.
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Ohio.—The following is a complete list of
the members of the next Congress recently
elected in this State. The names of the
Representatives in the present (24th) Con
gress are prefixed for the purpose of compar
ison. Those with a star (*) are Van Buren
men. It will be seen that in the present
Congress there are 10 whigs and 9 Van Bu
ren men. In the next Congress there will
be 11 whig and 8 Van Buren members.
25th Congress.
24th Congress.
Alexander Duncan,*
1. Bellamy Storer,
2. Taylor Webster,* Taylor Webster,*
3. Joseph H. Crane, Patrick G. Goode,
4. Thomas Corwin, Thomas Corwin,
T. L. Hamar,*
5. T. L. Hamar,*
6. Samuel F. Vinton, Calvary Morris,]
----------W. K. Bond,
7. W.
K. Bond,
Joseph Ridgway,
8. J.M’Lene,*
John Chaney,*
9. J©hn Chaney,*
Sampson Mason,
10. Sampson Mason,
11. William Kennon,* J. Alexander, Jr.
A. Harper,
12. Elias Howell,
D. P. Lead better,*
13. David Spangler,
W. H. Hunter,*
14. Wm. Patterson,*
John W. Allen,
15. Jonathan Sloane,
E. Whittlesey,
16. E. Whittlesey,
A. W. Loomis,
17. John Thomson,*
18. Benjamin Jones,* Matthias Shepler,*1
Daniel Kilgore.*
19. Daniel Kilgore,*
The majority for Vance, the whig candi
date for Governor, will not vary much from
7000. Lucas (Jackson) was elected last year
by a majority exceeding 2000 votes.
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THE PROSPECT AHEAD.
| Mexico.—There are now 6000troops in the
PROBATE NOTICES
The Van Buren papers pretend to feel | city of Mexico, ordered to rendezvous at San
great confidence that the Baltimore nominee Louis de Potosi—whither the 1500 troops re
fer President will receive a large majority maining out of the 4000 at Matamoras are At a Court of Probate holden at Limerick,
within andfor the County of York, on the
of the Electoral votes. The “ signs of the also ordered. These latter are in a miserable
times” do not, most assuredly, indicate any condition ; and almost mutinous from want first Monday in October, in the year of our
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-six, by the
such result. Let us take into consideration,1 of pay, and the incursions and plunder of the
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
for «a moment,
about which there can be
moment, facts
lacts auuui
— , Cumanche Indians. There are 400 men also
Court :
no dispute, and then soberly count the ehan-1
chan-1 at Tampico. These are expected to enter
r»
1 ’success of
P HMr.
I
IVan
7„
M »-»
IIn ♦the
L> /-» ’ Texas late in November, or early in
N the petition of Jacob Wendell, a credit
ces for
the
Buren.
Decem
or to the estate of James Neal, late of
ber
next.
The
Mexican
government
has
following States, in which elections have ta
Portsmouth, in the State of New Hampshire,
ken place this Fall, the Van Buren party have prohibited any American armed vessel from
merchant, deceased, praying that administra
been successful—Illinois, having 5 electoral entering Tampico.
tion of the estate of said deceased, within the
votes;
Missouri
4
;
Arkansas
3
;
Rhode
Is

Recapitulation of the 90 Counties of the
From Texas.—The New Orleans Standard County of York m the State of Maine, may
land 4 ; Maine 10 ; New Jersey 8 and Penn
State.
be granted to said petitioner :
....
„
____
says:
—“ The Texian army is encamped on
sylvania
30.
They
throw
64
Electoral
votes.
28,754
Glascock,
48,139 Alford,
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
Add to these the 42 votes of New York, 23 : the Labaca river, in 2 brigades of2200 men,
28,607
29,577 Colquett,
Cleveland,
of Virginia, 7 of New Hampshire and 8 of, under Generals Rusk and Green. All the tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and
Towns,
29,539 Habersham, 28,523
Connecticut—in all 80—and he has only 144! men are volunteers from the United States— to all persons interested in said estate, by
28,521
Haynes,
29,475 Coffee,
causing a copy of this order to be pub
votes, and 146 are necessary to a choice.; the Texians having retired to their farms, re28,403
29,330 Jackson.
Grantlahd,
lished in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed
The
results
of
recent
elections
in
the
follow-j
ported
to
be
in
high
cultivation
with
good
28,401
Owens,
29,321 King,
in Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks
ing
States,
however,
show
that
there
is
no
!
crops.
A
Texian
armed
vessel
lately
cruised
28,337
29,215 Nesbit,
Jackson,
successively, that they may appear at a Pro
probability
of
the
success
of
the
Van
Buren
!
along
the
coast
of
Mexico,
without
meeting
a
28,318
29.175 Black,
Holsey,
Electors in either of them, viz :—Louisiana,' Mexican vessel. The Texians are now e- bate Court to be holden at Alfred, in said
28,944
Dawson,
county, on the first Monday in November
having O
5 votes
Alabama 7• ,; xiu.m
North Carolina quipping L»»w
two miliuu
armed vessels at Galveston, the
uaviug
VWlcS ;; mnuailio
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
Members of the State Legislature were
15 ; Kentucky 15 ; Indiana 9 ; Maryland 10 ; 1 schooner De Kalb, to carry 18 guns, and the
and shew cause, if any they have, why the
Vermont 7; Ohio 21, and South Carolina IE schooner
'
Viper, lately the Passaic of New
chosen the same day. All the districts have
-in all
mni
100 Orleans. The persons engaged in the at prayer of said petition should not be granted.
been heard from, and they return 155 Union
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
tempt to rescue Santa Anna have been lib
Add the 11 votes of Georgia, 4 of Mis
A true copij—Attest,
men and 111 State Rights men.
erated,
except
Bartholomew
Pages,
who
was
sissippi, 15 of Tennessee, 3 of Delaware
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
The Van Buren papers in this quarter are
condemned to be hung.”
and 14 of. Massachusetts, considered as
October 8.
publishing the results of the Georgia Elec
47
certain against Van Buren, making
tions, and pleasing themselves with the idea
Suicide.—Mrs. Pray, formerly of Leban Ata Court of Probate held at Limerick, within
and for the County of York, on the first Mon*
147 on, but for several years past a member of
and there is a total against him of
that they augur well for the success of the
day of October, in the year of our Lord eight
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Virginia and the Society of Shakers, at Alfred, committed
een hundred and thirty-six, by the Hon.
President’s nominee at the approaching elec
Illinois are considered, by many candid men suicide on the 25th ult., by hanging herself.
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
tion.—We believe, however, that it is conce
and intelligent lookers on, as doubtful States. She has been partially insane for two or three
OHN BEAN, named executor in a cer
The above calculation, which is well years past.
ded by intelligent men of all parties, that
tain instrument purporting to be the
founded
and
impartial,
shows
that
the
office
S
tate
L
egislature
.
—
The
accounts
are
there is very little probability that the vote of
last will and testament of Noah Rundlett, late
holders are altogether too fast in claiming a
The
Court
o
f
Probate
to
be
this State will be given to Mr. Van Buren. contradictory in relation to the political com large majority for their favorite. Previous to held at Alfred, on Monday the 7th day of ofShapleigh, in said county, yeoman, de
“ Georgia^ says a Union man residing in Au plexion of the next Legislature. One ac rhe Ohio election, it was admitted by dis November next, will, in consequence of the ceased, having presented the same for pro
bate :
gusta, in that State, “ is as decidedly Jlnti- count says the next Senate will contain 17 cerning Van Buren men, that if this State Election of Electors of President and Vice
ORDERED—That the said executor give
Van Buren as any State in the Union."—A whigs and 19 Van Buren men—the House went against them, “ their candidate was in a President happening on that day, be adjourn notice to all persons interested, by caus
critical
situation.
”
It
has
gone
against
them
ed
to
the
next
day.
ing a copy of this order to be published
moment’s attention to the state of parties in 38 whigs and 34 Van Buren men, giving the by a vote so decided, as to place it beyond all
By order of the Judge,
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
Georgia will show the correctness of this as whigs a majority of 2 on joint ballot. Other doubt that its Electoral votes will be given to
Attest, WM. CUTTER ALLEN, Register. Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they
accounts
are
less
favorable
and
give
the
fol

Harrison
by
an
overwhelming
majority.
—
The
Oct.
21,
1836.
sertion : The State Rights party is composed
may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
prospect is any thing but dark and discouraof those who advocate the nullification doc lowing as the result of the election :—
Alfred, in said county, on the first Monday
ging to the friends of the Constitution and
HYMENEAL
V. B.
Whig.
of November next, at ten of the clock in the
trines—the Union party of the friends of
the Supremacy of the Laws. The darkness
9
9
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have,
Senate—new members
Martin Van Buren and of very many opposed
which
has
so
long
obscured
our
political
ho

MARRIED
—
In
Bucksport,
on
the
22d
ult.
11
”
7
old
why the said instrument should not be pro
Rev.
David
Brown,
aged
96,
formerly
of
Frank

rizon
is
passing
away,
and
we
have
good
rea

to him, but opposed also to nullification. The
o»«
ved, approved, and allowed as the last will
fort,
to
Miss
Dolly
Dodge,
aged
86,
after
a
long
son
to
hope
that
a
better
and
brighter
day
is
latter will unite with the State Rights party
20
16
and testament of the said deceased.
and
tedious
courtship
of
one
week.
dawning.
37
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Begister.
35
House
at the Electoral Election, and no doubt ex
In Gorham, on Sunday last, in the Church,
=
c—
A true copy,—Attest,
after the commencement of the forenoon service,
REGISTER OF DEEDS.
ists that the Anti-Van Buren Electors will
Wm. Cutter Allen,Register.57
51
The office holders in this county have de Rev. Thaddeus Pomeroy of Gorham, to Mrs.
be chosen by a handsome majority. The
October 8.
________ _
If these returns are correct there will be a termined to adhere to the nomination of Mr. Emily Sweetser, formerly of Portsmouth.
Members of Congress on the Union ticket
At a Court of Probate held at Limerick, with
Van Buren majority of 6 on joint ballot- Herrick, for Register of Deeds, notwith
OBITUARY.
pledged themselves, prior to the election, to
in andfor the County of York, on the first
Last year there was a Jackson majority of standing the strong manifestations of disap
go,—in case the choice of President is carried
Monday of October, in the year of our Lord
DIED—In this town, Mrs. Susan, wife of
28. The result this year is attributable to the probation with which it was received by a
eighteen hundred and thirty-six, by the Hon.
large and respectable portion of the friends Capt. Daniel Webber, aged 30 years.
into the House of Representatives,—as the
rascally apportionment bill adopted last win of the administration.
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court:
In Kennebunk-port, Mr. John Wildes, Jr. aMr. Fairfield, for
State went in November.
ter, although it is asserted that it would have Congress, received 3991 votes in September, ged 34 years.—Mr. Joseph Fletcher, Jr. aged JOHN DUNNELL, named executor in a
certain instrument purporting to be the
been avoided, in spite of that party measure, while Mr. Herrick received only 3149—eight 30 years.
In Kittery, on Saturday last, Mrs. Sarah last will and testament of John Dunnell, late
South Carolina.—The election of Mem
had not a portion of the whigs in two or three hundred andforty-two less than Mr. Fairfield. Rice, relict of the late Alexander Rice, Esq.
of Berwick, in said county, yeoman, deceas
bers of Congress in South Carolina took place
We must confess that we are not a little
counties, where there are decided whig major surprised, after so decided an expression of aged 73 years.
ed, having presented the same for probate :
on the 10th ult. In the first district, Hugh
In Limerick, 30th ult. Mr. James Libby, aged
ities, voted for the Van Buren candidates from disapproval of the nomination on the part of
ORDERED—That the said executor give
70
years.
S. Legare was chosen, in place of Mr. Pinck
notice to all persons interested, by causing a
local considerations. Somb opinion of the fla so large a number of the party, that the office
ney, the present member and a candidate for
copy of this order to be published three
grant character of this bill may be formed holders should have had the temerity, or eSHIP NEWS._
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
re-election, by a majority of 56 votes. Mr.
ven the inclination, again to offer Mr. Herrick
from the fact, that it gives to 29 counties, as a candidate for the suffrages of the peo
KENNEBUNK^ NOV. 5, 1836
zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
L. is of the Union party, but was supported
containing 93,000 voters, 37 members of the ple. More especially do we wonder at this
appear at a Probate Court to be held at North
by many of the State Rights men, who were
ARRIVED.
Berwick, in said county, on the first Mon
Assembly, and to the remaining 43 counties, course, as the principal objection urged aOct. 28—Sch. Ploughboy, Wormwood, Bos day of December next, at ten of the clock
displeased with Mr. Pinckney’s course in Con
gainst
him,
is
one
that
must
be
considered
containing 43,000, 35 members ! The fol
in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
sound and democratic by every real disciple ton ;
gress, last winter, on the Slavery question. He
Nov. 1—schs. Nile, Ward, Boston ;
lowing table shows the relative number of of the Jeffersonian school. He is now
have, why the said instrument should not
is an ahle, eloquent, and high minded man.
Mom,
Mitchell,
do.
;
Electors and Assembly-men in 4 whig and 4 Sheriff of the County, an office requir
be proved, approved, and allowed as the last
2—Osprey, Perkins, do.
In the 2d and 3d districts, Messrs. Waddy
will and testament of the said deceased.
ing but little labor and exceedingly profitable.
Van Buren counties in Ohio.
SAILED.
Thompson, jr. and Francis VV. Pickens (Anti
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
The People are required to elevate him to a
WHIG COUNTIES.
Oct. 29—Sch. Alpha, Rankin, Boston ;
A true copy—Attest,
Van Buren) are re-elected. In the 5th dis Muskingum 6,316 votes ; 4 representatives. still more profitable office—for which he is
Sloop Harriet, Daniels, Newburyport.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
no better qualified than many others in the
«
I
»
trict, Wtn. K. Clowney (Anti-Van Buren) is Cuyahoga
5,900
MEMORANDA.
October 8.
County,
and
the
emoluments
of
which
he
„
j
«
Ar.
at
Boston,
30th
ult.
brig
Caroline,
Pratt,
4,700
elected in place of James Rogers (Van Bu Ashtabula
does not need.—It is well known that many Pictou, 17; schs. Alpha, Rankin, hence; Echo,
5,900
Farm, Fisliing* Estabiisliren.) In the 6th district, J. H. Hammond Belmont
voted for Mr. Herrick in September who Jordan, Saco.
ment and Wood Band
were
not
pleased
with
his
selection,
but
(Anti V. B.) is re-elected. 4 districts to be
Ar.
at
Boston,
2d
inst.
brig
Export,
Morrill,
'22,116 voters. 7 representatives.
for Sale.
who
thought
it
best
to
adhere
to
“
regular
Newcastle,
Sept.
11.
heard from.
The delegation in the next
VAN BUREN.
npHE subscriber ofAr. at Charleston, 19th ult. ship York, Lord,
nominations.”
Congress will probably be divided politically Columbiana 6,820 voters ; 3 representatives !
JL
fers for sale that
,
Now, under these circumstances, what is Cardiff, Wales.
2
3,063
valuable property at
the same as in the present:—7 Anti-Van Bu Perry
the course of the party leaders—the office
2
”
3.646
Cape Porpoise, formerKnox
Ship Chester, Mason, of and tor New York
holders ? Do they call a convention for the
ren and 2 Van Buren Members.
2
”
3,636
Preble
purpose of an interchange of sentiments ? from Liverpool, was abandoned at sea 2d ult. ly the residence of the late Capt. Ebenezer
47 09, Ion. 43 15 ; her crew and passengers Perkins, deceased. Said estate contains aNo. Do they offer any good reason why Mr. lat.
1
on board brig Perseverance, from Liver bout 300 acres, consisting of Timber and
Pennsylvania.—The election of Electors
9 representatives. Herrick should be preferred before either of going
17,164
;
pool for Bay Chaleur, from which five of the
in this State took place yesterday. The
It would have been surprising if the Van the other gentlemen, belonging to the same !crew and 33 passengers were transferred to brig Wood and Tillage Land, and Salt Marsh, the
whigs were ready for the contest, prepared to Buren party had not succeeded in obtaining a party, who were voted for at the last Elec Mercator, from Belfast, and arrived at St. John, Upland all enclosed by stone wall. It lies on
and forms one side of Cape Porpoise har
contend vigorously for the Constitution and majority in the State Legislature, after having tion ? No. But they will that Mr. Herrick N. B.21st ult.
bor, and has two or three Islands, one of which
should be again supported, and they order
[By the Pioneer, at this port, we learn that the
the Laws. The result of the late election resorted to such execrable means to disfran their vassals to obey. The management in
Perseverance arrived at Sydney 16th ult. having is said to contain about 60 acres, belonging
was not such as to discourage them. “They chise thousands of whig voters—to rob the regard to this nomination proves—
on board Capt. Mason, a part of the crew, and to the same, and is capable of being made
1st. That the office holders care little for sixty
,
were not beaten half so bad as they at first people of their dearest rights.
passengers,taken from the Chester. The one of the best Fishing and Farming estab
the wishes of the People, but claim the right C. had a cargo of salt, iron, &c.
The ship lishments in the State of Maine.
believed.” The good news from Ohio en
The Harrison Electoral Ticket will suc of managing their affairs forthem. It is im sprung aleak during a gale, both pumps were
The Farm has the past season paid the in
couraged and animated them. We hope to ceed in Ohio by a majority of from 10 to portant to the leaders that Mr. Herrick kept constantly going, 100 tons cargo thrown o- terest of $4000. An opportunity seldom of
have “ glad tidings” from Pennsylvania, pro 20,000 ! Mark that.
should be elected. He is rich and conse ver, but the leak gained upon them, and the Per fers for investment of a few thousand dollars
quently could spare more time and do more severance being al hand, it was thought advisa so advantageously. Any one wishing to
claiming the triumphant success of the
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION.
electioneering in the office than a poor man. ble for. the safety of so many lives to abandon purchase can view the premises by calling
friends of Harrison & Granger.
her, which was done after taking out all their
The following table—showing the days on His office is wanted by several Deputies, personal effects. When left she had 8 feet wa on Issachar Wells, who occupies the same,
one
of
whom
will
obtain
it,
and
leave
anoth

ter in her hold, was fast settling, and probably or on the subscriber at Kennebunk.
which the Electoral Election occurs in the
WM. LORD.
Maryland.—The following estimates, several States, and the number of votes to er vacancy to be filled by some greedy ex went down same night.]—Boston Pat.
pectant.
It
is
plain,
therefore,
in
this
case,
October,
28,1836.
_______________
_____
from the Baltimore Chronicle, will show which each is entitled—will probably be ac
that the interests of the few outweigh, not
A letter has been received at Kennebunk-port, TlMANACKS FOR
1837»
what are the prospects of Van Buren in this ceptable to our readers at this time.
only the wishes of the mpny, but all res from Capt. White, of brig Herschell, lost on her
Robert b. thomas’ almanack,
State. It will be recollected that the late epassage from New York for Sydney, dated at
All the States choose by General Ticket, pect for republican principles.
containing the Maine matter, the sit
2dly. That the regard for the poor, which, Quebec, where he and the first mate arrived.
lection in Maryland for Members of the except South Carolina which chooses by the
ting of the Courts in Maine—Post OfficesHouse of Delegates, resulted in the choice of Legislature. The Electors must be chosen the office holders pretend to cherish in so The second mate died of exhaustion, after he was Military Fines—Officers of the State, &c. &c.
great a degree, is hollow-hearted and valueless. taken off.
60 whigs and 19 Van Buren men.
Crockett’s Almanack, 1837.
within 34 days of the first Wednesday (7th) Mr. Herrick is rich—poor men with large
do.
do.
People’s
Loss of the U. S. schr. Dallas—We learn
White population. of December. On that day the Electors will families, and well qualified, would like the of
do.
do.
Comic
61,710
fice, and the people would be well satisfied from the New Orleans papers, that the United
Baltimore City,
meet in the capitals of the respective States
do.
do.
States
schooner
Dallas,
Commandant
Green,
Miniature
30,610
to
see
it
in
the
possession
of
such.
Baltimore County,
was lost on Tampico Bar 23d of September ,
sale, wholesale and
Just
received
and
for
in
which
they
are
chosen,
and
throw
their
21,220
3dly.
That
republican
principles
are
more
Washington County,
D. REMICH.
retail, by
11,470 votes for President and Vice President of he talked about than respected or practised. Ro when endeavoring to pass into the river.
■Cecil County,
Jour. Com.
Kennebunk, Oct. 29, 1836.
United States, for the term of four years from tation in office is a fundamental doctrine in
the republican creed. Mr. Herrick is in of
125,010
the 4th day of March, 1837.
School Books & Stationery.
Removal.—New Goods.
fice—he must be elevated to another—rolled
Represented by the 19 Van Buren
When held. from a good office into a better.
No. of Votes.
States.
delegates.
November 7
10
We know not what will be the result of
Maine,
Harford, Alleghany, &c. giving an av
HE subscriber has removed to the Store
7 the second trial for the choice of Register,
do.
7
AS just received his Fall supply of
New Hampshire!
erage whig majority, of course are
recently occupied by Mr. Joseph Cur
14
do.
SCHOOL BOOKS & STATIONE
14
Massachusetts,
which takes place on Monday next. Wheth
included as whig counties in this
tis, in Wells, and would respectfully inform
16 er the people will bend in humble obedience
do.
RY, comprising almost every article in his
4
Rhode Island,
classification, which leaves, as repre
7 to the commands of self-appointed Dicta his customers and the public generally, that line usually enquired for.
do.
8
sented by the 60 whig delegates.
166,020 Connecticut,
8 tors, or whether they will act as becomes free he has received a new stock, consisting of
do.
Country Traders, School Committees
7
Vermont,
do. 7, 8, 9 men and rebuke their presumptuous and anti DRY GOODS, GROCERIES, HARD and Teachers will be supplied with School
42
Showing a whig majority of
41,100 New York,
<fc
CROCKERY
WARE,
do. 15, 16 republican course, remains to be seen. We
Books, by the quantity, as low as they can
8
even according to this extreme method of es New Jersey,
4 learn, however, from different quarters, that
do.
Faints, Oils & Dye-Stuffs, be purchased in Boston or Portland.
30
Pennsylvania,
timating the respective forces.
7 Messrs. John L. Grant, Caleb Emery and which he offers cheap for Cash or Barter, or
do.
Kennebunk, Oct. 29, 1836.
3
If the basis of total population instead of Delaware,
7 Wm. Trafton will again be supported by on very short approved credit.
do.
10
White population be assumed, it would stand, Maryland,
MUSIC BOOKS.
7 their friends. Mr. Hammond has declined
do.
23
Baltimore City.
80,620 Virginia,
He would also inform all those indebted to
OSTON Academy’s Collection ofChurch
10 being considered a candidate.
do.
15
Baltimore County,
40,250 North Carolina,
him that immediate payment is expected, and
Music—fourth edition ;
11
Cecil County,
15,430 South Carolina,
unless promptly made, measures will posi
National Church Harmony—enlarged ste
7
do.
11
Washington County,
25,260 Georgia,
Accidents —As the train of cars was pro tively be adopted for a speedy collection.
7 ceeding from Baltimore to Harper’s Ferry, a
J
JOSEPH WILSON.
reotype edition, with a supplement ;
do.
15
Kentucky,
Kingsley’s Social Choir, designed for
17 few days since, the locomotive ran off* the
do.
15
Tennessee,
Represented by the 19 Van Buren del
Wells, Nov. 3,1836.
4
class book, or the domestic circle—fourth
do.
21
Ohio,
egates,
161,570
rails and carried the cars with it, shattering
7
do.
edition ;
9
Indiana,
Leaving, as representing the 60 whig
two or three to pieces, and severely injuring
HOUSE AT AUCTION.
7
do.
Boston Academy’s Manual of Vocal Mu
4
Mississippi,
delegates,
285,470
7 passengers—none, however, it is believed,
7
do.
sic, by Lowell Mason—second edition ;
5
Illinois,
dangerously.----- A large block fell from the
14
£^N SATURDAY, the 19th
do.
Zenner’s Musical Manual for Sabbath
7
Shewing a whig majority of
123,900 Alabama,
main cap of one of the new Discovery barks,
day of November instant, at Schools ;
7
do.
4
The whig majority, if the constitutional Missouri,
fitting out at the Navy Yard, in Charlestown,
8 Mass, on Monday last, the hook of which
2 o’clock P.M. on the premises,
Juvenile Lyre, for the use of Primary and
do.
5
population be assumed,would be upwards of Louisiana,
1 shall sell the house recently Common Schools.
3
Arkansas,
83,000.
struck Mr. John Lewis, a rigger, who was at
For sale, by the dozen or single copy, at
work on board, and broke his shoulder built and occupied by Mr. William Ross, sit
D. REMICH.
uated at the Kennebunk Landing village. It Boston prices, by
294
Total
blade.
Kennebunk, Oct. 1, 1836.
is a neat two story dwelling and will un
Vermont Senator.—The Legislature of
doubtedly be sold at a bargain.
Vermont have re-elected Hon. Samuel
The Legislature of New Jersey is now in
The “ York Bank,” at Saco, has been apBye Flour,
Terms of payment liberal.
session.
A
bill
passed
both
branches
on
the
;
pointed
by
the
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
as
from
that
Prentiss (whig) as U. S. Senator
,OR sale by
A. WARREN, Auctioneer.
26th,
appointing
the
15th
and
16th
inst.
for
one
of
the
Depositories
of
the
Public
Money
WM. LORD.
State, for 6 years from the 4th of March
November 4,1836.
- ,
( of the United States.
i the election
of' Electors.
«ext.

Georgia.—Complete returns of the votes
for Members of Congress, at the election on
the 3d ult. have been received. The Union
ticket prevailed, by a very small majority,
with the exception of one—Col. Dawson,
who was on the ticket of the State Rights
party. Mr. Glascock was on both tickets.
All the gentlemen elected, with the exception
of Col. Dawson, are Members of the present
Congress. We give below a

In hls ability «J
He llas sought p^J

J

■™rthle6S -n not **

T

D. REMICH

H

B

a

B

H5OO BUSHELS CORN, for sale DR. CHASES’S TRUSES,
by
PORTER HALL.

CHARLES HOLMAN,

tions. It is also for sale by most
.
agents for Dr. Holman’s Medicines * &
For the immediate relief and Radical Cure of
Nos. 9 ¿y IQ, Penhallow-street,
The following named persons
am.
THE POOR MAN
Portsmouth, (N. H.)
Herma or Rupture.
Kennebunk, Oct. 22, 1836.
for the above named medicines In9?8
What man is poor ? not he whose brow
HIS article is the invention of Heber HAS prepared and constantly on hand Hampshire, Kittredge & Cleveland tW
and for sale, wholesale and retail, the prey River ; Uri Lamper, Ha±On L?‘
Is bath’d in Heaven's own light,
Chase, M. D. of Philadelphia, honora
Whose knee alone to God must bow,
following
Medicines
lbs. RAISINS,
ry member of the Philadelphia Medical So

ham & Berry, Rochester Phm8“ j^’
At morning and at night,—
NATURE’S GRAND RESTORATIVE.
ciety.
lbs- HONEY’for sale at
Fogg, Ossipeo ; Wm. Gault, Concord
Whose arm is nerv’d by healthful toil,
This
Vegetable
Medicine
stands
unrivalled
These instruments have been submitted to
North
Co., Great Fall«
’ Wltl‘
iJfc'IO'W* low prices, by
Who sits beneath the tree,
Dyspep John H. Wheeler, Asa A?Tuf“
the test of experiment, in that city and other for the following complaints, viz
Or treads upon the fruitful soil,
PORTER HALL.
places, for about 2 years, under the observa sia or Indigestion, diseased Li’’ec Billions Dr. W. Norwood, Exeter ; jXrVj
With spirits calm and free
Kennebunk, Oct. 22, 1836.
tion of some of the first surgeons -of that Disorders, Dropsy, Asthma, Cosdveness,
mg, Haverhill; Elder Guy Becklv If
Go-—let the proud his gems behold,
place; whose unqualified recommendation Worms and Loss of Appetite, and by cleans In Massachusetts, by H. Haseltn J’u ne’
Sal
Soda,
And view their sparkling ray —
ing
the
stomach
and
bowels,
cures
pains
in
hill ; Ehjah Porter, iL 3,
OR sale by the subscriber—a substitute they have obtained, as being the best article
No silver vast, or yellow gold,
the side, stomach and breast, colds and
ever
offered
to
the
public
:
having
been
found,
for
Soap.
WM.
LORD.
Can banish care away —
Salem ; Maynard & Noyes, No 13 r/ t?’
in a large proportion of the cases, not only to coughs of long standing, hoarseness, short Wm. Brown, Washington’ s“a„d G "^'
He cannot know the thrilling dream
Kennebunk, Oct. 21, 1836.
afford immediate relief to that distressing and ness of breath, nervous complaints, &c. which Mead, Union st. Boston. In Mailte by Dr'
Which smiles within the cot,
dangerous disease, but, by a few months’ use is frequently the effect of disease. Its virtues Benjamin Plummer, Bangor; Artema/r
Where sunny looks and faces gleam,
WANTED,
surpass any thing heretofore known in re
To cheer the poor man’s lot.
9 on
YARDS of all to effect a radical cure : and thus render the
ter and Runnells & Donham, PohiET
<3>
K
WOOL CLOTH, longer wearing oi the instrument unnecessary. moving St. Vitus’ Dance ; two bottles have Elder Henry Frost, Cornville ; W i'1’
What man is poor ? not he whose brow
been
known
to
cure
this
afflicting
disease,
af

The Committee of the Philadelphia Med
of suitable width and quality tor dressing.
Is wet with Heaven’s own dew,
Spring, Calais ; Capt. James Albee, St s!?
ical Society, who were appointed to investi ter having baffled every exertion for four
Who breathes to God the heart-felt vow,
J. G. PERKINS.
years. It has a most powerful influence in vens ; Sarn’J Jackson, jr. & Co ttJr 6'
Whose pledge is deep and true;
gate
the
merits
of
the
various
instruments
in
Kennebunk-port, Oct. 6,1836.
Samuel Adams, Cape Neddick'•
The morning calls his active feet
use, for the treatment of Hernia, reported in removing nervous complaints. It is pleasant Sawyer, Ogunquit; Capt. Wm’ err1
to
take
and
in
its
operation
so
much
so,
that
To no enchanting dome,
favor of that of Dr. Chase : to which report,
CORN
Wells; D. REMICH, Kennebunk: ot’
But evening and the twilight sweet
contained in the February No. of the Ameri it may be administered to the infant with
pOR sale by
Bourn, Kennebunk-port ; Rev. Ansel C
Shall light his pathway home.
safety.
can Journal of the Medical Sciences, mem
WM. LORD.
rish, Shapleigh ; Rev. E. Baker, Alfred ; J^hn
Directions for receiving this or any other
And there is music in his ear,
bers of the medical profession are here re
Oct. 20.
Skeele,
Sanford Corner ; Shelden U.ku
of the following named medicines accom North Berwick;
In the glad voice of his child,
ferred.
Enoch GoodX
S’
pany and envelope each bottle. Certificates
His wife with hurried steps draws near,
These
instruments
can
only
be
used,
with
FALL
GOODS.
Wm.
Winslow,
Brunswick
;
James
Bnw,
°
’
of the efficacy of this medicine have been re
And spirit undefiled—
UST received a general assortment of the greatest prospect of success, under the ceived from the Rev. Mr. George Storrs, a Gardiner ; Tappan & Ladd, Augt^ta
Then turn not from the humble heart;
NEW GOODS, which will be sold on care of a person well acquainted with the An talented and highly esteemed Minister of the Taylor, Norridgewalk : Hanscomb & QuirSe
Nor scorn its cheerful tone ;
atomy of the diseased parts.
reasonable terms for cash or approved credit.
by, Saccarappa ; Thomas S. Bowles, Buxton
For deeper feelings there may start,
They are also highly recommended by Gospel, of the Methodist Episcopal Church :
ISAAC FURBISH.
Than the proud have ever known.
(Er’All directions signed in the hand wri
also, from William Walker, Esq. an officer of
Profs.
Horner,
Jackson,
Gibson,
McLellan
&
Kennebunk, Sept. 24, 1836.
the Customs of the Port of Portsmouth, N. H. tmg of the proprietor.
Rush
of
Philadelphia
;
A.
G.
Smith,
of
Ohio
"temple-range department."
Sept. 19,1836.
tf
~ NOTICE.^
Medical College ; and Drs. Harris & Bryant, —Mr. Josiah Webster, deceased, late a Mes
senger
of
the
several
Banks
in
Portsmouth,
Spirit Drinking.—Sir John Ross, whose
surgeons of the U. S. Navy.
HE Accounts and Notes of the late
The subscriber, who is Agent for Dr. and Mr. Robert Foster, Printer of the same
discoveries have been read with so much in
firm of
Chase
for this place and vicinity, was recent place ; which gentlemen it is well known
terest, has published in the account of his
BASTON
&
FURBISH
ly
informed
by Dr. Coates, Chairman of the here are as credible, respectable and compe DR. RELFE’S ASTHMATIC Pit»«
second voyage, some very interesting exper
tent witnesses as any persons in this commu HAVE from their extraordinary success.
imental facts in relation to spirit drinking. are left with NICHOLAS GILMAN, Esq., above committee, and Dr. Hays, editor of nity. Also from the Hon. Judge Burgin, of
for settlement and collection free of cost un the American Cyclopedia of Practical Medi
in giving instant relief, and in cur
—“ It is difficult,” he says, “ to persuade til the 1st day of January next. Those who cine, that the confidence of the profession in Allenstown, N. H., Mr. Isaac K. Palmer, of
ing Colds, Coughs, Asthmas, Difficulty f
men, even though they should not be habit neglect to pay by that time, may expect to be the utility and success of the instrument had Concord, N. H., Mr. Ralph Smith, of East
Breathing, Wheezing, Tightness of
ual drinkers of spirits, that the use of these called upon by a process of Law,
been increasing since the report of that com Cambridge, Mass, and several other as re Chest, Pain in the Side, Spitting ofBlooi
spectable persons.
liquors is debilitating instead of the reverse.
mittee.
WILLIAM BASTON,
Chillness and Shiverings that precede Pe.
HOLMAN’S BONE OINTMENT.
The immediate stimulus gives a temporary
MONASSEH FURBISH.
These instruments will be applied and fit
This Ointment stands at the head of all vers and Lung Complaints generally I
Wells, Oct. 8,1836.
ted to each case by the subscriber.
courage, and its effect is mistaken for an in
remedies for the following diseases which become one of the most popular Medicines
BURLEIGH SMART.
fusion of new strength. But the slightest at
human nature is heir to, viz. :—Rheumatism known, and are sought after from every part
Cantsoia.
Kennebunk, July, 1836.
tention will show how exactly the result is r|NHE subscriber having purchased of Orboth chronic and inflammatory, gout, sprains, of the country, on account of the astonishing
the reverse. It is sufficient to give men un- i A
bruises and contracted tendons of long stand
lando Badger, the Patentee, the ex ftlediciwes,
Paints
and
Oil.
success which has attended their administra
der hard and steady labor a draught of the clusive right of using, constructing and vend
AVING taken the stand formerly occu ing. It discusses all tumors, renders stiff tion in the above complaints,frequently curing
joints
limber
by
producing
a
healthy
muscu

usual grog, or a dram, to perceive that, of ing the Patent Improved Feather Renovator,
pied by John Lillie, the subscriber
the most,obstinate cases, and giving the most
lar action.
ten in a few minutes, they become languid for cleaning and dressing feathers, for the
offers articles in the above line cheap for cash.
It assuages pains in Biles and Abscesses. unexpected relief, after every other remedy
—AMONG WHICH ARE—
and, as they generally term it, faint ; losing County of York, hereby cautions all persons
against using or vending said machine within
Honduras Sarsaparilla Root—a highly es Nothing equals it in swelled and inflamed had failed, and persons had given then),
their strength in reality, while they attribute
Breasts in females if applied in its early stage,
said County, as every infringement of the
that to the continuance of the fatiguing ex patent which comes to his notice will be teemed article for all kinds of humors and prevents suppuration or matter forming, and selves up in despair of a cure I
They have been known to cure persons
Chronic
Rheumatism
;
ertions.
He who will make the corres prosecuted to the extent of the law.
gives in all cases immediate ease from pain.
English Extract of the same article ;
supposed to be far gone in consumption,and
ponding experiments on two equal boats’
Certificates
of
this
fact
could
be
given
if
ne

GEORGE LORD.
Marshall’s do.
do. ;
cessary. This remedy is offered to the pub exhibiting all the appearance of approaching
South Berwick, April 7, 1836.
tf.
crews rowing in a heavy sea, will soon be
Swaim’s Panacea—warranted genuine ;
lic with the full assurance that it far excels dissolution.
convinced that the water-drinkers will far
Cinchonine and Sulphate Quinine ;
And such have been the salutary effects
the opodeldocs and liniments of the present
GRAVE STONES.
outdo the others, while no better testimony
Morphine, and Sulphate do.;
of
these
Pills even in hopeless cases, as so
day,
for
the
above
diseases.
—
A
trial
is
only
HE subscriber would inform the inhabit
Cough Lozenges and Jujube Paste—fash
to this is required than the experience of the
ants of Kennebunk and vicinity, that ionable articles for coughs and sore throats ; wanted to give it the decided preference to far to mitigate the sufferings of the patient
men who work in the iron foundries. That
every thing else. Many physicians of em as evidently to prolong life for days and
he will furnish the above articles at KenneSwaim’s Vermifuge ;
is the hardest work which falls to a man to
inence have used this ointment and extol its weeks, and give to it a positive comfort they
bunk and Wells, on as reasonable terms as
Tooth Ache Drops ;
do ; and so well do the laborers in this de
can be purchased elsewhere.
Balsam of Honey—for soreness and weak merits.
never expected to enjoy.
partment know that they cannot perform it
A certificate of Mr. Robert Gurney, Car
S. P. BRADBURY.
ness of the stomach and lungs ;
The operation of the pills is wonderful in
if they drink even beer, that their sole bev
riage
maker,
of
Portsmouth,
of
the
cure
of
his
N. B. All orders left with Levi P. Hil
Lignum Vitae Wood ; China Root; Sassa
easing
respiration, quieting the cough, and
daughter
of
a
contracted
knee,
accompanies
erage during all the time of this hot and lard, Kennebunk, or Moses Morrill, fras bark and Bitter Sweet—approved sub
procuring comfortable rest.
heavy labor is water. If London draymen Wells, will be promptly attended to.
stances for medicinal beer, for diseases of the and envelopes each vial.
Itch Ointment.—Directions for using this
Common colds are frequently removed in
Kennebunk,'Sept. 10, 1836.
ep6m.
skin and liver ;
and coalheavers are of a different opinion,
preparation accompany each box. This oint a few hours.
Lobelia
Herb,
seeds,
and
pulverized
;
every one knows the result; as the self in
{£fs’“ Although, (says a person speaking
Witch Hazel leaves and Rosemary root— ment is safe and speedy in its operation. It
NOTICE.
dulgence which leads to this luxuriant and
contains no mercurial or other deleterious in of these Pills,J my wife has tried various
used for internal humors ;
LL
those
indebted
to
the
estate
of
DAN

profligate practice is not less known.
gredients,
so
common
in
many
of
the
popular
Pulverized Bayberry root bark ;
IEL WALKER, by Note ©r Aoeeunt,
medicines of the first celebrity, for an
ointments in use.
are requested to make payment previous to Saxon Liquid Blueing—for blueing linen
Asthmatic difficulty, (or affection oi the
Vegetable
Elixir.
—
-This
Elixir
is
useful
in
Whiskey. — Probably but few of our rea the 1st of December next.
clothes or dyeing;
all cases oi pain if taken inwardly or applied lungs,) which at times was exceedingly dis
ders are aware of the immense quantity of
Btichu
leaves,
and
in
powder
—
a
celebrated
MARY WALKER, Administratrix.
externally. Directions accompany and envel tressing, confining her to her house for days
article for Urinary diseases ;
whiskey which is manufactured in this coun
Kennebunk, Sept. 23, 1836.
and weeks together, she finds nothing gives
Real Irish Moss, with printed directions ; ope each vial.
try, and a large part of which, we regret to
Fine Slippery Elm, for Poultices.—There her the relief which Rtlfe’s Asthmatic
Oatmeal
flour.
say it, is used by the inhabitants.
In the
never was an article introduced into the Pills do !—easing her respiration, quieting
West, whiskey is now almost universally
ANTED by the subscriber, one thous Preparations & Chemic
“healing art” surpassing this, for burns, biles, her cough, and giving her comfortable rest.”
made the substitute for West-India rum,
and bushels of Oats.
cuts, bruises, chilblains, old sores and ulcers,
al^ &c.
WILLIAM LORD.
and is drank in immense quantities.
Es
English Confection ofSenna—a pleasant inflamed and swelled breasts, and inflamma And this is the testimony of hundreds or
Kennebunk, Sept. 22, 1836.
tions generally. The Poultice is made in the thousands. The relief which aged people,
Laxative ;
tablishments for distilling this vile, filthy li
ordinary way as you would any other poul as well as others, experience from the use
The
true
fresh
Lee
’
s
Pills
;
quid, from grain, are established in great
Wood Land fbr Sale.
Anderson’s, Family, Anti-Dyspeptic Pills ; tice, with milk or water, cold or hot as the of these Pills, is truly astonishing, and ren
numbers in the Middle and Western States.
r ip HE subscriber offers for sale
case may require. There is another kind ders them invaluable to many, and are in
Female and Stomachic Pills;
We are informed that one merchant in the
ab°ut 50 acres of WOOD
The latter of which is a very efficient and which is called superfine for internal use. All fact to some, an essential auxiliary to their
city of New York has, within a few weeks,
LAND, situated in Kennebunk, pleasant remedy for most of the Bilious and may be had in any quantity of Charles Hol
comfort, and almost to their existence !
disposed of three foreign cargoes of rye at
—about three miles from the village, Stomachic derangements which are fashion man, Penhallow-street, Portsmouth, N. H.
(T/^A Physician informs the Proprietor,
a great price, to the proprietors of whiskey :• on tire road leading to Alfred, and bounded ably termed liver complaints ;
Superfine Poivder of Elm Bark.—This arti
that
a gentleman in the country observed
cle
is
a
valuable
specific
in
Pleurisy,
Diar

distilleries on Long Island. The great de-' by lands of Tobias Walker, Joseph WaterThe Stomachic pills generally increase the
mand of grain for whiskey of course reduces j• house and Joshua E. Treadwell. For fur appetite, when deficient ; cleanse and rhoea, Catarrh, Dysentery, Quinsy, Consump to him, he had reason to believe the use of
strengthen the stomach and regulate the tion, Inflammation of the stomach, bowels, these Pills had been the means of saving his
the quantity to be manufactured into bread ther particulars apply to
bowels.
throat, &c. Nothing surpasses it for external life.
SAMUEL LITTLEFIELD.
—and hence the extraordinary high price
Kennebunk, Oct. 1, 1836.
application as a poultice, for inflamed eyes,
Head ache and Pile Pills;
Price—whole boxes, 30 Pills, .$1; ball
now demanded for bread stuff of various
Antalgic Plaster, for pain in the side and biles, cuts, bruises and sores in general. This do. 12 Pills, 50 cts.
kinds. — Merc. Jour.
medicine
is
recommended
by
the
first
medi

back, weakness at the stomach and langs ;
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Anody ne Liniment : one of the best exter- cal gentlemen in our country for the above
HE subscriber continues to keep on
hand (at the store owned- by Mr. P. nal applications for Rheumatic and other complaints. Directions to each package.
Dr. Holman’s Cough Syrup.—This cough
pains and stiffness ;
Stevens,) all kinds of PAINTS & OIL,
HE subscriber has just received his Fall
Syrup is a most valuable medicine for loos
Crude Borax, for Smith’s use ;
& Winter supply of NEW GOODS, &e. usually called for in Painting.
ening a hard dry cough, and for those who
Phosphorus ; Chlorate of Potash ;
—also—
which are offered for sale on very favorable
German Loco Focos ;
are inclined to Consumptive habits. It is val
Japan, Whiting and Putty, which will
terms for cash or country produce, consist
uable for children, in cases of whooping
London Lucifers, warranted ;
ing in part of
be sold as low as can be purchased else
cough, chin cough, &c.
Prussiate Potash ; Prussic Acid ;
Blue, Black, Brown, Olive, Green, Claret where. PAINTING done at the shortest
Directions.—For grown persons, take from
Prot Acetate of Mercury ; Black Oxide do.;
notice, and directions given for mixing to any
and Mixed Broadcloths ;
Iodide of Iron ; Tartrate do. ;
two to four spoonsfull, as the case may re
Fancy colored Cassimeres; Satinetts do. who may wish to paint themselves.
and Vestings ;
Phosphoric Acid ; Oxalic do. for cleansing quire. Children from one to two teaspoonsAlso, a Jot of empty Linseed Oil CASKS.
full.
brass with one quarter of the labor.
Ribb and Clouded Buckskins ; •
JAMES HUBBARD.
Iodine and Hydriodate Potassa;
Kennebunk, Oct. 7, 1836.
Vegetable Bitters.—This preparation is cal
Petershams; Pilot Cloths; Kerseys and
culated to correct the bile and create an ap
Compound Syrup of Sarsaparilla ;
Coatings ;
Nursing Bottles and Tubes ; Nipple shells petite, by restoring the digestive powers ; and
English and German Goat’s hair Camlets;
NEW GOODS.
3-4 and 6-4 English Merino ; 6-4 Figured
UST received and now opening by the and shields of various kinds ; Breast Glasses ; may be freely used both as a restorative and
do.—splendid article.
subscriber, a general assortment of Bed pans and Urinals; Issue Peas ; Hat to prevent disease. Directions with the vial.
Holman's Drops for Fits.—A great number
for Issues and Blisters ; Gold beaters
German and French do. ;
GOODS, adapted to the present and apcase

Green, Brown, and Black Alpine ; Cash- proaching season, among which are, Pilot skin, for chaps and scratches or superficial of children afflicted with fits, arising from va
rious causes, as well as numerous adult cases
mere Cloths—for Ladies’ Riding Dresses.
Cloths, Lion Skins, Petersham, Broadcloths, wounds.
Lip Salve—warranted to cure common sore of falling sickness, have been radically cured
3-4, 4-4 and 5 4 White and Colored Flan- Cassimeres, Sattinets, Merinoes, Flannels,
nels ; Printed do. ;
lips and nose, from colds, and very effectual by a proper use of this medicine. Directions
Fur Caps, &c. &c.
J. G. PERKINS.
Black and colored Gro de Swiss Silk ;
for chaps and ring worm, or any cutaneous accompany each vial.
Kennebunk-port, Oct. 6, 1836.
Synchaws ; Sarsnet do. ;
sores.
Holman’s Essence of Cayenne.—This truly
CAPS'¿¿BUFFALO ES.’
Good assortment Irish Linen—from 2 to
Indian Oil and Antique do.-—for the hair ; valuable and pleasant preparation possesses
6 shillings.
Indian Dye—for coloring the hair;
every possible advantage over that in its
HR HE subscriber has for sale, Fur Seal
Silk Velvets ; Cotton do. ;
Otto of Rose Soap—a very fine article for crude state.
JL
and other Fur Caps ;
Black and colored Silk Cravats ;
the Toilet ;
Dr. Holman’s Cough Powder.—This cough
Hair Seal Men’s and Boy’s do. ;
Highland Shawls, 7-4 and 8-4 ; Merino
Camphor Soap—for improving the skin ; powder is a most valuable remedy for com
Boas, long and short ; Fur Capes and
do. 6 4, 7-4 and 8-4 ;
Cream of Amber—for pimpled faces ;
mon colds, whooping cough, and coughs of
Fur Gloves ; Buffaloe Robes j
Very large assortment English, American
Chemical Ink—for metallic pens.
long standing. It has been long tested and is
Fur Collars and Cloth Caps—-all
•nd French Prints;—also—1 case English of which will be sold low for Cash.
recommended to the public as one of the
Groceries.
Prints by the lb.
most valuable medicines now in use.
WILLIAM
SAFFORD.
Cinnamon Bark ; Ground Cinnamon ;
Ladies Kid Gloves ; Silk do. ;
Direction.—Take half a teaspoonfull in mo
Kennebunk, Oct. 7,1836.
Cassia Buds ; Mace ; Oil ofNutmegs ;
Gentlemen’s Kid and Buckskin do. ;
lasses on going to bed.
Oil of Lemon ; Essence of do. ;
Worsted Hosiery —plain and ribbed ;
Dr. Holman’s Jaundice Powders.—This
NOTICE.
Extract of Mace—for richness and delicacy powder is one of the best Jaundice prepara
Rose Blankets, 10-4, 11-4 and 12-4;
A LL persons, indebted to the subscriber, of flavor superior to any spice in use ;
Brown Sheetings and Shirtings; Bleach
tions now in use for this distressing complaint.
J
are requested to pay witheat farther
Extract of Orange and Lemon ;
ed do. ; Tickings ; Yarns ; Wadding ;Bat
It warms and cleanses a foul stomach, and
no
J
’
ce
B.
SMART.
Essence of Rose and Rose water; Ginger ; produces a healthy state of the bile.
ting, &c. ;
September 24, 1836.
Pimento ; Preserved Ginger Root;
English Worsted Yarn—assorted colors ;
A most distressing case of Jaundice accom
Citron ; Dried Apricots, a superior article panied with great debility, was recently cured
White and Colored Cambrics ; Muslins ;
JVÔ jfVOJEJ»
for
pies
;
Bishop Lawns ; Silk Lace ;
in this place, in the course of three days, by
Cured Cocoa ; Shells ; Chocolate ;
Flag and Bandanna Hdkfs. ; Good assort rSHHE subscriber having contracted with
the powder. Directions with the box.
A
the
town
of
Kennebunk,
to
support
Welsh’s Cocoa Tea, designed for the use
ment of Fancy Hdkfs. ;
Also a very general assortment of medicin
the
poor
of
said
town
for
one
year,
hereby
of invalids.
BURLEIGH SMART.
Ribbons; Edgings ; Quillings; Thread Lace;
al herbs, roots, leaves, &c. are constantly on
gives notice, that he has made suitable pro
Kennebunk, July 9, 1836.
eply.
Braids ; Cords ; Pius ; Needles, &c. &c.
hand at wholesale and retail, at as accommo
vision for them at the Alms-House, and here
—also—
dating prices on commission or other ar
by
forbids
all
persons
harboring
or
trusting
PLOUGHS.
A large assortment Groceries, consisting
rangement, as at any other large establish
HE HITCHCOCK PLOUGH, IMPROV ment in the Union.
of Teas ; Sugars ; Coffee ; Molasses; Pork ; any of the Paupers of said town on hisacBox and Cask Raisins ; Spices ; Starch ; count or on account of the town, as he will
ED and patented by Prouty & Mears.
Dr. Holman is general Agent for that val
This is a new article of superior quality.
Sperm Oil ; Tobacco ; fine Salt ; Cheese ; pay no bill for their support.
uable medicine,
JAMES WARREN.
The subscriber having engaged in preparing FOSTER’S EGYPTIAN BALM OF LIFE,
7 by 9 Glass ; Nails ; Iron, &c. &c.
Kennebunk, May 1, 1836.
—also—
the above article for use, now offers them for or Nature’s Grand Genial Auxiliary ; a specif
sale. Those wishing to purchase will find it ic for Consumption, great bodily debility, old
Crockery & Glass Ware.
LACK SAND, for sale hy
for their interest to call and examine them.
and firmly rooted Coughs, Flatulency, Indi
WILLIAM LORD.
D. SEMICH.
ELISHA CHADBOURNE.
gestion and Bilious disorders, Costiveness and
Kennebunk, Oct. 20,1836.
Juno 9.
Kannobunk, Oct. 1,1836.
Diarrhoea, Scorbutic and scrofulous affec-'

FALL & WINTER GOODS.

T

T
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T

B
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DUMFRIES’

Eye-Water!
OR sore or inflamed Eyes—nothing
known gives such immediate and com"
fortable relief. On recent sore eyes, the
effect is most salutary. Where the com
plaint has been for years standing, and in
some exceeding bad cases, the most unex
pected and desirable relief has been found
in the use of this Eye Water, after every
other remedy had failed.
Persons who
have used it, pronounce it without hesitation
the best preparation for these complaints
they have ever met with. Price 25 cents a
bottle.

F

L

(t/^None are genuine unless signed T.
KIDDER, on the wrapper, (sole Proprie
tor, and successor to Dr. Conway,) by
whom they are for sale, at his Counting
Room, No. 99, Court street, Boston, and
by his special appointment, bv
BURLEIGH SMART, Kennebunk..
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-port,.
C. LITTLEFIELD, Wells.

WHEATON^

ITCH OINTMENT.

[Price reduced to 25 cenis.]
HE character of this celebrated Oint
ment stands unrivalled for being a safe,
speedy and certain cure for that loathsome
disease called the Itch—and for all kinds of
pimples on the skin. It is also a valuable ar
ticle for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
The well known JAUNDICE BITTERS,
which are so eminently useful for removing
all Jaundice and Billions complaints.
A. fresh supply is just received, and for salt oÿ
BURLEIGH SMART, Kennebunk,
ENOCH GOODALE, Saco.

T

Wholesale by W. C. MITCHELL, Poffand,
and Henshaw & Co. Delan» & Whitney. Hasungi
Marsh & Co. W. C. Stimpson, Low and Ref,d>
Hall and others, Druggists in Boston, and all »r
be addressed to L, Thwing, & Co. Dedham, Mat.

STEEL PENS.

*1 Aft
J.UV

DOZEN STEEL PENS-fr
»»le very low

Kennebunk, Oat. 1,1836.
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